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Abstract
We describe in detail the implementation of a systematic perturbative approach
to observables in the QCD gradient-flow formalism. This includes a collection of
all relevant Feynman rules of the five-dimensional field theory and the composite
operators considered in this paper. Tools from standard perturbative calculations are
used to obtain Green’s functions at finite flow time t at higher orders in perturbation
theory. The three-loop results for the quark condensate at finite t and the conversion
factor for the “ringed” quark fields to the MS scheme are presented as applications.
We also re-evaluate an earlier result for the three-loop gluon condensate, improving
on its accuracy.
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1 Introduction
The gradient flow in field theory has proven to be an enormously useful concept. Originally
introduced as a method to regularize divergences and ultraviolet fluctuations in lattice
calculations [1, 2], it has mainly gained traction through its use for scale-setting in lattice
QCD [3–5] and has meanwhile become an indispensable tool in many practical calculations
in this field (see, e.g. Refs. [6–9]). While first focused on QCD, generalizations of the
gradient-flow formalism (GFF) yield a much wider range of applications, for example the
study of dualities in field theory [10–15].
In QCD, the formulation as a five-dimensional field theory has been presented in Ref. [16],
where the additional dimension is associated with the so-called flow time. The form of
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the fundamental theory (i.e., actual QCD) serves as the boundary condition at vanishing
flow time. It has been proven that, when expressed in terms of renormalized parameters
and fields, composite operators at positive flow time are finite [16]. This property and the
realization that the gradient flow can be used as a matching scheme between lattice and
perturbative calculations shed light on a whole new set of applications that are currently
being explored.
One of the first possible cross-fertilizations among perturbative and lattice QCD is given
by the definition of a new scheme for the strong coupling, defined by the gluon condensate
(QCD action density) at finite flow time [3]. Its perturbative relation to the MS coupling is
known through three loops [17]. Another cross-boundary application is the gradient-flow
definition of the energy-momentum tensor, which uses the small-flow-time expansion in
order to express it in terms of well-defined composite operators at positive flow time and
perturbatively accessible coefficient functions [18–21]. Yet another example is the proposal
to relate Euclidean quasi PDFs1 on the lattice to perturbative light-front PDFs by using
the gradient flow [22,23].
All these applications rely on input from the lattice as well as from perturbative calcula-
tions, both at finite flow time. It was found that higher order corrections in perturbation
theory are crucial for reducing the perturbative truncation error as estimated by the vari-
ation of the renormalization scale [17,20]. Such corrections were also found to significantly
stabilize the required extrapolations of the corresponding lattice results [21].
Despite the fact that loop integrals in the GFF involve additional exponential factors
as well as integrations over flow-time variables, many important techniques for regular
perturbative calculations retain their usefulness, albeit in slightly generalized form. It is
the goal of this paper to provide the basis for further perturbative calculations within
the GFF, and thus to contribute to the further exploration of the capabilities of this
approach. Sect. 2 reviews the QCD gradient flow in perturbation theory, recapitulating
results of Refs. [3, 6, 16]. The various stages of automation in a perturbative multi-loop
calculation of correlation functions are described in Sect. 3: the generation of Feynman
diagrams and insertion and evaluation of Feynman rules, followed by a reduction of the
loop integrals to a set of master integrals, and finally the numerical evaluation of the
latter. As an application, Sect. 4 presents the three-loop results for the gluon condensate,
obtained before in Ref. [17], the quark condensate, as well as the “ringed” quark field
renormalization constant, which are new results. These quantities allow one to define a
precision gradient-flow coupling and gradient-flow mass scheme and their matching to MS
as shown in Sect. 5. Our conclusions are presented in Sect. 6.
1PDF=parton distribution function.
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2 The QCD gradient flow in perturbation theory
For completeness, we collect the main steps of the original derivations of Refs. [3, 16] in
this section.
2.1 Definition of the gradient flow
In the following, we work in D-dimensional Euclidean space-time with D = 4 − 2. The
GFF continues the gluon and quark fields Aaµ(x) and ψ
i
α(x) of regular
2 QCD to (D + 1)-
dimensional fields Baµ(t, x) and χ
i
α(t, x) through the boundary conditions
Baµ(t = 0, x) = A
a
µ(x) , χ
i
α(t = 0, x) = ψ
i
α(x) (1)
and the flow equations [3, 6]
∂tB
a
µ = Dabν Gbνµ + κDabµ ∂νBbν ,
∂tχ = ∆χ− κ∂µBaµT aχ ,
∂tχ¯ = χ¯
←−
∆ + κχ¯∂µB
a
µT
a ,
(2)
where the “flow time” t is a parameter of mass dimension minus two, and κ is a gauge
parameter which drops out of physical observables (see below).
The (D + 1)-dimensional field-strength tensor is defined as
Gaµν = ∂µB
a
ν − ∂νBaµ + fabcBbµBcν , (3)
the covariant derivative in the adjoint representation is given by
Dabµ = δab∂µ − fabcBcµ , (4)
and
∆ = DFµDFµ ,
←−
∆ =
←−DFµ
←−DFµ , (5)
with the covariant derivative in the fundamental representation,
DFµ = ∂µ +BaµT a ,
←−DFµ =
←−
∂ µ −BaµT a . (6)
2We use the terms “flowed” and “regular” QCD to distinguish quantities defined at t > 0 from those
defined at t = 0.
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As usual, the color indices of the adjoint representation are denoted by a, b, c, . . ., while
µ, ν, ρ, . . . are D-dimensional Lorentz indices. Color indices of the fundamental represen-
tation are denoted by i, j, k, . . ., but they are suppressed throughout this paper, unless
required by clarity; similarly for spinor indices α, β, γ, . . .. The symmetry generators T a
are understood in the fundamental representation. The obey the commutation relation
[T a, T b] = fabcT c , (7)
with the structure constants fabc and the trace is normalized to
Tr(T aT b) = −TRδab , (8)
with TR > 0.
Different choices of κ in Eq. (2) correspond to gauge transformations of the form
χ→ χ′ = Λχ and BaµT a → Ba′µ T a = ΛBaµT aΛ−1 + Λ∂µΛ−1 , (9)
where
Λ(t, x) = e−
∫ t
0 ds κ∂µB
a
µ(s,x)T
a
. (10)
Of course, all observables are independent of the gauge parameter κ [3]. In perturbative
calculations, it is usually most convenient to set κ = 1.
The flow equations (2) can be incorporated in a Lagrangian formalism by defining
L = LQCD + Lgauge-fixing + Lghost + LB + Lχ. (11)
The first three terms constitute the regular Yang-Mills Lagrangian, with fermions added
in the fundamental representation (quarks). Introducing an index f in order to distinguish
different quark flavors of mass mf , the classical, gauge-fixing, and Faddeev-Popov ghost
part are given by
LQCD = 1
4g2
F aµνF
a
µν +
nF∑
f=1
ψ¯f ( /D
F
+mf )ψf ,
Lgauge-fixing = 1
2g2ξ
(∂µA
a
µ)
2 ,
Lghost = 1
g2
∂µc¯
aDabµ c
b ,
(12)
respectively, where
F aµν = ∂µA
a
ν − ∂νAaµ + fabcAbµAcν (13)
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is the regular field strength tensor and
DFµ = ∂µ +A
a
µT
a , Dabµ = δ
ab∂µ − fabcAcµ (14)
are the regular covariant derivatives in the fundamental and adjoint representation, re-
spectively, g is the gauge coupling, ξ the QCD gauge parameter, and nF the number of
different quark flavors. The flow equations are incorporated by introducing Lagrange
multiplier fields
Laµ(t, x) and λf (t, x) , λ¯f (t, x) , (15)
of mass dimensions 3 and 5/2 that otherwise carry the same quantum numbers as the
flowed gluon and quark/antiquark fields Baµ and χ, χ¯, respectively. Their Euler-Lagrange
equations derived from
LB = −2
∫ ∞
0
dtTr
[
LaµT
a
(
∂tB
b
µT
b −Dbcν GcνµT b − κDbcµ ∂νBcνT b
)]
,
Lχ =
nF∑
f=1
∫ ∞
0
dt
(
λ¯f
(
∂t −∆ + κ
(
∂µB
a
µ
)
T a
)
χf
+ χ¯f
(←−
∂t −←−∆ − κ
(
∂µB
a
µ
)
T a
)
λf
)
,
(16)
indeed lead to Eq. (2) [16].
Note that the Lagrangian (11) does not include flowed ghost fields da(t, x) and d¯a(t, x).
They arise in the same way as the usual Faddeev-Popov ghosts ca(x) and c¯a(x) due to
gauge-fixing, and obey the initial condition
da(t, x)|t=0 = ca(x). (17)
Similar to the ghosts of the regular gauge fields, they always form closed loops as long as
there are no external da or d¯a fields (which can be avoided by considering only physical
degrees of freedom in amplitudes with external gluons). As becomes clear later, closed
loops of only flowed fields vanish, so that one can omit da and d¯a already at the level of
the Lagrangian.
2.2 Perturbative solution of the flow equations
Let us introduce the short-hand notation∫
p
≡
∫
dDp
(2pi)D
,
∫
x
≡
∫
dDx , (18)
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where it should be clear from the context whether an integration variable is in position
(x, y, z, . . .) or momentum space (p, k, q, . . .).
It is helpful to separate the flow equation (2) of the flowed gauge field Baµ(t, x) into a linear
and a non-linear part:
∂tB
a
µ = ∂ν∂νB
a
µ + (κ− 1)∂µ∂νBaν +Raµ,
Raµ = 2f
abcBbν∂νB
c
µ − fabcBbν∂µBcν + (κ− 1)fabcBbµ∂νBcν + fabef cdeBbνBcνBdµ.
(19)
The linear equation can be solved by introducing the integration kernel
Kµν(t, x) =
∫
p
eipx
p2
((
δµνp
2 − pµpν
)
e−tp
2
+ pµpν e
−κtp2
)
≡
∫
p
eipxK˜µν(t, p) , (20)
which fulfills
lim
t→0
Kµν(t, x) = δµνδ
(D)(x). (21)
Taking into account the initial condition (1), the full solution of the flow equation is then
given by
Baµ(t, x) =
∫
y
Kµν(t, x− y)Aaν(y) +
∫
y
∫ t
0
dsKµν(t− s, x− y)Raν(s, y) , (22)
or, in momentum space,
B˜aµ(t, p) =
∫
x
e−ipxBaµ(t, x) = K˜µν(t, p)A˜
a
ν(p) +
∫ t
0
ds K˜µν(t− s, p)R˜aν(s, p). (23)
By inserting the solution iteratively into itself, one can express the Fourier transform of
the non-linear part of Eq. (19) as
R˜aµ(t, p) =
∫
q,l,k
(2pi)D δ(D)(p− q − l − k)
[
δ(D)(k) ·Xabc2,µνρ(q, l) B˜bν(t, q)B˜cρ(t, l)
+Xabcd3,µνρσ B˜
b
ν(t, q)B˜
c
ρ(t, l)B˜
d
σ(t, k)
]
,
(24)
where
Xabc2,µνρ(q, l) = −ifabc
[
(l − q)µδνρ + 2qρδµν − 2lνδµρ + (κ− 1)(qνδµρ − lρδµν)
]
,
Xabcd3,µνρσ = f
abef cde(δµσδνρ − δµρδνσ) + fadef bce(δµρδνσ − δµνδρσ)
+ facefdbe(δµνδρσ − δµσδνρ).
(25)
The structure of X3 is identical to the four-gluon vertex of regular QCD. When formulating
the Feynman rules later, X2 andX3 describe the three- and four-point vertices of the flowed
gluon fields.
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The flow equation (2) for the flowed quark fields can be solved by again splitting it into a
linear and a non-linear part,
∂tχ = ∂µ∂µχ+ ∆
′χ with ∆′ = (1− κ)∂µBaµT a + 2BaµT a∂µ +BaµBbµT aT b . (26)
The linear equation is solved by the integration kernel
K(t, x) =
∫
p
eipxe−tp
2 ≡
∫
p
eipxK˜(t, p) , (27)
with the help of which we can write the full solution as
χ(t, x) =
∫
y
K(t, x− y)ψ(y) +
∫
y
∫ t
0
dsK(t− s, x− y)∆′χ(s, y). (28)
Here and in what follows, we suppress the flavor index f unless required for clarity. The
non-linear part of the Fourier-transformed field
χ˜(t, p) = K˜(t, p)ψ˜(p) +
∫ t
0
ds K˜(t− s, p)∆˜′χ(s, p) (29)
can be expressed as
∆˜′χ(t, p) =
∫
q,r
(2pi)Dδ(D)(p− q − l − r)
[
δ(D)(l) · Y b1,ν(p, q, r)B˜bν(t, q) (30)
+
1
2
Y bc2,νρ(p, q, l, r)B˜
b
ν(t, q)B˜
c
ρ(t, l)
]
χ˜(t, r) , (31)
where
Y b1,ν(q, r) = i
(
2rν + (1− κ)qν
)
T b , Y bc2,νρ = δνρ
{
T b, T c
}
. (32)
These expressions lead to the three- and four-point vertices of the flowed quark fields. For
χ¯ one proceeds analogously.
2.3 Feynman rules
(Flowed) Propagators
Plugging in the solution of the flowed gluon field in momentum space Eq. (23) into the
two-point function, one finds [16]〈
B˜aµ(t, p)B˜
b
ν(s, q)
〉 ∣∣∣
LO
= K˜µρ(t, p)K˜νσ(s, q)
〈
A˜aρ(p)A˜
b
σ(q)
〉
= (2pi)Dδ(D)(p+ q) g2Dabµν(p, t+ s, ξ, κ) , (33)
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where
Dabµν(p, t, ξ, κ) = δ
ab 1
p2
((
δµν − pµpν
p2
)
e−tp
2
+ ξ
pµpν
p2
e−κtp
2
)
, (34)
and we have used the result for the fundamental gluon propagator,〈
A˜aµ(p)A˜
b
ν(q)
〉 ∣∣∣
LO
= (2pi)Dδ(D)(p+ q) g2Dabµν(p, 0, ξ, 0) . (35)
The factor g2 is taken into account in the corresponding vertices further below. Since the
flowed gluon propagator coincides with the fundamental gluon propagator at t + s = 0,
we can express both of them by the same Feynman rule:
s, ν, b t, µ, a
p
= Dabµν(p, t+ s, ξ, κ) . (36)
We refer to this as the (flowed) gluon propagator. Eq. (36) also applies to the mixed
propagator 〈A˜B˜〉, which is obtained by setting one of the two flow-time variables to zero.
The same can be done for flowed quark fields. Inserting their momentum space solution
in Eq. (29) into the two-point function results in〈
χ˜iα(t, p)˜¯χjβ(s, q)〉∣∣∣
LO
= K˜(t, p)K˜(s, q)
〈
ψ˜iα(p)
˜¯ψjβ(q)〉
= (2pi)Dδ(D)(p+ q)SijF,αβ(p,m, t+ s) , (37)
where
SijF (p,m, t) = δ
ij−i/p+m
p2 +m2
e−tp
2
, (38)
and we have used the result for the fundamental quark propagator〈
ψ˜iα(p)
˜¯ψjβ(q)〉 = (2pi)Dδ(D)(p+ q)SijF,αβ(p,m, 0) . (39)
Since one can express the fundamental propagator through the flowed propagator at van-
ishing flow times, both can be represented by the same Feynman rule:
t, α, is, β, j
p
= SijF,αβ(p,m, t+ s) . (40)
We refer to this as the (flowed) quark propagator, which again includes the mixed propa-
gators 〈ψχ¯〉 and 〈χψ¯〉.
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Flow lines
Since there are no quadratic terms of the Lagrange multiplier fields Laµ, λ, and λ¯ in Eq. (16),
there are no propagators for these fields. However, the Lagrangian contains bilinear terms
of a flowed field and a Lagrange multiplier field. Using standard methods, one derives the
two-point function at leading order as〈
Baµ(t, x)L
b
ν(s, y)
〉
= δabHµν(t− s, x− y) , (41)
where Hµν(t, x) obeys the equation
[(∂t − ∂σ∂σ)δµν + (1− κ)∂µ∂ν ]Hνρ(t, x) = 1
2TR
δµρδ(t)δ
(D)(x) , (42)
and TR is the usual color trace normalization. Since the fundamental gluon field A
a
µ(x) =
Baµ(0, x) does not couple to the Lagrange multiplier field L
a
µ, and all flow-time variables
are positive, one can impose the initial condition〈
Baµ(t, x)L
b
ν(s, y)
〉 ∣∣∣∣
t=0
= 0 ⇒ Hµν(−s, x) = 0 , (43)
so that the unique solution becomes
Hµν(t, x) =
1
2TR
θ(t)Kµν(t, x) . (44)
We refer to the 〈BL〉 bilinear as “gluon flow line”. The inverse of the factor 1/(2TR)
appears in the corresponding “flow vertices” further below. We can therefore discard it
altogether and write
s, ν, b t, µ, a
p
= δab θ(t− s) K˜µν(t− s, p) , (45)
where K˜µν(t, p) has been defined in Eq. (20), and the adjacent arrow indicates the direction
towards increasing flow time as implied by the θ-distribution. As opposed to an actual
propagator, the gluon flow line is a regular function for all p.
Similarly, one determines the mixed fermionic two-point function at leading order as〈
χiα(t, x)λ¯
j
β(s, y)
〉
= δαβδ
ijG(t− s, x− y) , (46)
where G(t, x) obeys
(∂t − ∂µ∂µ)G(t, x) = δ(t)δ(D)(x) , (47)
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with the condition 〈
χiα(t, x)λ¯
j
β(s, y)
〉 ∣∣∣∣
t=0
= 0 ⇒ G(−s, x) = 0 . (48)
The unique solution reads
G(t, x) = θ(t)K(t, x) . (49)
The Fourier transformed expression defines the “fermion flow line” Feynman rule, where
the θ-distribution again imposes a direction as indicated by the adjacent arrow pointing
towards increasing flow time:
s, β, j t, α, i
p
= δαβδij θ(t− s) K˜(t− s, p) , (50)
where K˜(t, p) has been defined in Eq. (27). As usual, the arrow on the fermion line denotes
the “charge flow” of the fermion. In this way, we have a unified Feynman rule for both
the 〈χλ¯〉 and the 〈λχ¯〉 bilinear, where the latter can be obtained analogously as above and
simply corresponds to reversing the direction of the charge flow:
s, β, j t, α, i
p
= δαβδij θ(t− s) K˜(t− s, p) . (51)
Since K˜(t, p) only depends on p only quadratically, the momentum direction for the fermion
flow lines is irrelevant.
Flow vertices
Since LB and Lχ of Eq. (16) are proportional to a Lagrange multiplier field, the resulting
vertices always involve at least one flow line. Such vertices are always associated with
a flow-time parameter which is integrated over. We denote them by “flow vertices” and
represent them by empty circles in Feynman diagrams. The corresponding Feynman rules
can be derived straightforward. In this paper, we define Feynman rules by assuming all
momenta to be outgoing.
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Figure 1: The three versions of the vertex X2. Lines with an adjacent arrow denote flow
lines, the others are flowed (or regular) gluons.
The three-point gluon flow vertex is governed by X2:
q
r
s
µ, a
ν, b
ρ, c
=
−igfabc
∫ ∞
0
ds
(
δνρ(r − q)µ + 2δµνqρ − 2δµρrν
+ (κ− 1)(δµρqν − δµνrρ)
) (52)
The interaction terms of LB involve exactly one Lagrange multiplier field L(s), cf. Eq. (16).
According to Eqs. (43) and (45), it must be contracted with a flowed gluon field B(t) at
larger flow time t > s. Thus, the vertex in Eq. (52) contains exactly one outgoing flow line.
On the other hand, each of the two flowed gluon fields B(s) in the interaction terms of LB
can be contracted either with a Lagrange multiplier field L(t′) at smaller flow time t′ < s,
resulting in an ingoing flow line, or with another flowed gluon field B(s′). In this sense, the
Feynman rule (52) actually represents three vertices, displayed in Fig. 1: They all contain
one outgoing flow line, while each of the other two lines can either be an ingoing flow line
or a flowed gluon propagator.3 The dashed arrows in Eq. (52) indicate lines which can be
both a flow line or a propagator, while the solid arrows always denote flow lines.
3We focus on the calculation of Green’s functions in this paper; if one calculates amplitudes, the lines
could also represent external “particles”, of course.
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Similarly, the four-point gluon flow vertex is governed by X3:
s
µ, a
ν, b
ρ, c
σ, d
=
−g2
∫ ∞
0
ds
(
fabef cde(δµρδνσ − δµσδνρ)
+ facef bde(δµνδρσ − δµσδνρ)
+ fadef bce(δµνδρσ − δµρδνσ)
) (53)
Again, there is exactly one outgoing flow line, while the other three lines are either flowed
gluons or incoming flow lines. This means that the Feynman rule (53) actually represents
four different vertices.
Note that the factor 2TR, arising from the trace in Eq. (16), has been discarded in both
vertices in accordance with the normalization of Eq. (45).
Similar considerations applied to Lχ lead to vertices involving flowed quark fields. For
example, the quark flow vertex with one gluon is described by the following Feynman rule:
p
q
s
α, i
β, j
µ, a
= ig δαβ
(
T a
)
ij
∫ ∞
0
ds
(
2pµ + (1− κ)qµ
)
(54)
In this case, the fermion line with outgoing charge flow is also outgoing in the gradient
flow, while the other two lines can be either flowed propagators, or ingoing flow lines.
Thus, this Feynman rule actually represents four different vertices.
A complete list of the Feynman rules can be found in Appendix A.
Let us summarize the Feynman rules for the GFF and point out a few more features:
1. Propagators and flow lines always carry an exponential factor e±tp2 for each vertex,
where t is the flow time of the vertex.
2. Flow lines always start at a flow vertex. They end either at another flow vertex or
an external operator. The θ-distribution θ(t−s) implies a flow-time direction, which
we denote by an adjacent arrow in Feynman diagrams.
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3. A flow vertex always has an outgoing flow line connected to it. The other lines are
either incoming flow lines, or flowed propagators. Each flow vertex is defined at a
flow time s and implies an integration
∫∞
0 ds. The θ-distribution of the outgoing
flow line restricts the integration to a finite upper limit t, i.e.
∫ t
0 ds.
4. Diagrams with closed flow-line loops vanish, because the integration interval shrinks
to a point. Hence, only diagrams whose flow lines form trees contribute to any
observable.
3 Automated implementation
3.1 Generation of Feynman diagram expressions
We generate the Feynman diagrams including symmetry factors and signs (from closed
fermion loops) with the help of the program qgraf [24,25]. In the notation of this program,
the propagators for the gluon, the ghost, and a single quark flavor can be defined as
[g,g,+], [c,C,-], [fq,fQ,-].
The sign in the third entry of each square bracket denotes whether the particle is a boson
or a fermion.
The flow lines for the gluon and the quark are implemented by introducing separate fields
b, fr, and fs for L, λ, and λ¯, respectively. They are implemented as
[b,B,+], [fr,fR,-], [fs,fS,-],
where the latter two represent the 〈χλ¯〉 and 〈λχ¯〉 bilinears (see Eqs. (50) and (51)). With
these fields, we can then define the regular as well as the flow vertices. For example, for
the trilinear flow vertex of the pure gauge theory defined in Eq. (52), we define
[B,b,b], [B,b,g], [B,g,g],
which corresponds to the three combinations of Fig. 1.
Already in regular QCD it is convenient to separate the color structure from the rest of
the calculation. This becomes non-trivial in cases which involve the four-gluon vertex. It
is thus convenient to introduce an auxiliary “particle” Σaµν whose “propagator” is given
by [26]
ρ, σ, b µ, ν, a = δabδµρδνσ (55)
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The four-gluon vertex can then be replaced by a trilinear ggΣ vertex whose Feynman rule
reads
ρ, σ, c
µ, a
ν, b
=
ig√
2
fabc (δµρδνσ − δνρδµσ) (56)
This allows to factorize the color factor off all Feynman diagrams, albeit at the cost of
increasing their number. We proceed correspondingly for the quartic gluon flow vertices
by introducing an additional Σ particle which is directed in flow time. It forms trilinear
vertices with gluons and gluon flow lines, as shown explicitly in Appendix A. Again, they
contain exactly one outgoing (Σ or gluon) flow line.
By default, qgraf also generates diagrams with closed flow-line loops. We use a Perl
script to parse the qgraf output in order to eliminate such diagrams before the actual
calculation. They vanish trivially algebraically though, as discussed earlier. In the same
way we multiply diagrams by a factor nF for each closed fermion loop. We then process
the diagrams with the help of q2e/exp [27, 28] in order to insert the Feynman rules and
convert the diagrams to FORM code.
Within FORM [29,30], we contract the Lorentz indices, take the fermion traces, and simplify
the resulting expressions to a standard form of scalar integrals, as defined below. The color
factor is evaluated separately with the help of the color package [31].
For example at the three-loop level (as needed for the results in this paper) the flow-time
integrals can be described in the following form
I(t,n,a, c, D) =
(
N∏
r=1
∫ tupr
0
dtr t
cr
r
)∫
p1,p2,p3
exp[
∑
k,i,j akijtkpipj ]
p2n11 p
2n2
2 p
2n3
3 p
2n4
4 p
2n5
5 p
2n6
6
, (57)
where
n = {n1, . . . , n6} , c = {c1, . . . , cN} ,
a = {akij : k = 0, . . . , N ; i = 1, 2, 3 ; j = 1, 2, 3} ,
(58)
are sets of integers, N ≤ 4, t0 ≡ t, and the upper limits for the flow-time integrations are
linear combinations of the other flow-time variables, tupr = t
up
r (t0, . . . , tr−1). Initially, all
the ci are zero. It is helpful to introduce these parameters for the subsequent discussion
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though. The momenta p4, p5, p6 are linear combinations of the integration momenta p1,
p2, p3. For the three-loop quantities considered in this paper, the flow time t is the only
dimensionful external scale. A generalization of this notation to a different number of
loops and to additional external scales is straightforward.
3.2 IBP reduction of flow-time loop integrals
In the first step, we reduce all occurring integrals to so-called master integrals by em-
ploying integration-by-parts (IBP) identities [32, 33]. They are based on the observation
that integrals over total derivatives vanish in dimensional regularization. Applying the
operator
Dij ≡ ∂
∂pi
· pj = δij D + pj · ∂
∂pi
(59)
to the integrand of I(t,n,a, c, D) in Eq. (57) thus results in a vanishing integral for all
i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}. On the other hand, explicitly acting with the derivative on the integrand
leads to a sum of integrals where some of the indices ni and cr are shifted by ±1.4 Repeated
application of the Dij thus leads to linear relations among integrals with different n and
c. However, the number of flow-time integrations and the exponential function in the
integrand still remain unaltered by this procedure.
We may apply an analogous strategy for the flow-time parameters though. Inserting a
derivative with respect to one of the flow-time integration variables, one arrives at the
sum of two integrals with fewer flow-time integrations and an altered exponential,∫ tupr
0
dtr
∂
∂tr
f(tr, . . .) = f(t
up
r , . . .)− f(0, . . .) . (60)
On the other hand, explicit evaluation of the derivative at the integrand level either reduces
one of the indices ck or one of the indices ni by one. One therefore arrives at linear relations
among integrals with different n, c, a, and different number of flow-time integrations N .
Applying the above operations to “seed integrals”, i.e., integrals with fixed numerical
values for the n, c, and a, allows one to build a system of linear relations among the
I(t,n,a, c, D). Defining an ordering (complexity) criterion allows one to solve the system
using a Gaussian elimination type reduction for a minimal set of integrals (master inte-
grals) [34]. Through this procedure all integrals of the type defined in Eq. (57) are reduced
to the minimal set of master integrals, which are simplest by the ordering criterion intro-
duced. The system of linear relations is process dependent and for the observables in this
4To be precise: At most one ni is shifted by −1 and at most one of the ni and at most one of the cr
are shifted by +1.
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study we construct it in Mathematica [35]. We use the specialized software Kira [36, 37]
for the reduction of such linear equation systems to solve it.
While Kira alone is sufficient for the reduction of all our integrals at the two-loop level (see
e.g. Ref. [20]), we find that the algebraic solution of the system at the three-loop level would
require more than 750 GiB of RAM and thus exceeds our available computing resources.5
Using finite field and reconstruction techniques, which over the last decade have gained an
increased use for higher-order perturbative calculations (see, e.g. Refs. [38–40]), one can
improve on the required computational resources as follows.
Since t is the only dimensionful scale and can thus be factored out, the coefficients of the
integrals in the linear system are simply polynomials in D. The individual steps for the
reduction of the linear system only involve elementary arithmetic operation, which means
that the coefficients of the master integrals are rational functions in D. One can then
solve the linear system numerically over a finite field using a sufficiently large number
of different integer values for D (“probes”) and reconstruct the rational functions in D
exactly. With this approach the size of the coefficients remain simple numbers and the
requirements on computational resources can be improved.
While Kira already uses pyRed as a first step to remove linearly dependent equations over
a finite field, in our approach pyRed is used to reduce the system itself multiple times over
a finite field. The resulting numbers are processed with the library FireFly [41], which
provides an efficient implementation of interpolation [42, 43] and rational-reconstruction
algorithms [44, 45].6 In our case, we require 201 probes, chosen from three different finite
fields, defined as prime fields GF(p) with p a 63-bit prime number, to reconstruct all
coefficients, plus one additional probe in a fourth prime field to verify the reconstruction.
For each probe, the solution of the system with Kira now just requires about 70 GiB of
RAM and takes about three CPU hours. In total, the reduction took less than three days,
using ten threads on two Intel Xeon Gold 6138 processors.
For the observables considered further below in this paper at the three-loop level we start
with a total of 3195 integrals and can reduce them to a minimal set of 188 master integrals.7
Their numerical evaluation is described in the next section.
5This calculation was performed before the release of Kira 1.2 [37]. It is well possible that these
statements could change with the newly implemented features.
6We remark that FireFly also works for multi-variate rational functions.
7When our observables are expressed in terms of the master integrals, the dependence of six of them
drops out.
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3.3 Numerical computation of flow-time loop integrals
As a first step of the numerical evaluation of the gradient-flow integrals given by Eq. (57),
we express the propagators through Schwinger-parameter integrals and map them from
x ∈ (0,∞) to y ∈ (0, 1) using the simple transformation x = y/(1 − y). Momentum
integrations are performed as D-dimensional Gaussian integrals after a diagonalization.
Similarly, all flow-time integrations are mapped to the unit interval with simple linear
transformations. The overall result is an integral over a unit hypercube.
The integrand typically involves a number of (overlapping) singularities, which we factor-
ize using FIESTA [46], an implementation of the sector decomposition algorithm [47]. As
opposed to regular Feynman integrals where sector decomposition is typically employed in
combination with Feynman parameterization, it appears that we cannot restrict the sin-
gularities to the lower integration bound only.8 If an integral involves singularities both at
the lower and the upper bound, we split all integration intervals in the middle, and map
the singularities to the lower bound by an appropriate change of variable.
The sector decomposed integrals obtained from FIESTA are then integrated with our im-
plementation of fully symmetric integration rules of order 13 [17, 49], which can handle
integrable logarithmic-like singularities at the integration boundaries very well. We per-
form all arithmetic with 256-bit precision using the MPFR library [50], and used a local
adaptive bisection in the direction of the largest fourth difference. A high precision arith-
metic turns out to be necessary to achieve a relative numerical accuracy of 10−10 or better.
The integration uncertainty is estimated by the difference between the integration results
of rules of order 13 and 11.
As a check of our results further below, we apply the numerical integration method to our
unreduced set of 3195 integrals as well as to the set of 188 master integrals. Finding full
agreement for the results obtained with both sets within numerical uncertainties serves as
a check of the numerical integration as well as for the reduction procedure.
Analytical computation. For some master integrals we can find analytical results ei-
ther through elementary methods with the help of Mathematica [35] or by using HyperInt
[51]. The integration with Mathematica sometimes yields hypergeometric functions which
can be expanded with the package HypExp [52, 53]. For example as shown further below,
we find analytical results for all contributions which contain at least one factor of TR in the
color structure. A fully analytical calculation of integrals with other color factors requires
a more detailed investigation. However, for all practical purposes, the numerical results
provided in this paper are (more than) sufficient.
8To identify cases where singularities appear at the upper bound, we determine the degree of divergence
for each subset of integration variables at the level of the Schwinger parameterization [48].
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4 Observables
Among the simplest quantities one can consider within the GFF are vacuum expectation
values of gauge-invariant operators at finite flow time. It is one of the remarkable properties
of the GFF that these operators do not require any renormalization beyond that of regular
QCD, and that of the involved flowed fields. For the gauge coupling and the quark masses,
the MS renormalization is given by the replacement
g → g0 ≡
(
µeγE/2√
4pi
)
Zg(αs(µ)) g(µ) , mf → mf,0 ≡ Zm(αs(µ))mf (µ) (61)
in Eq. (12), where µ is the renormalization scale, αs = g
2/(4pi), and γE = 0.5772 . . . the
Euler-Mascheroni constant. Through the perturbative order required in this paper, the
renormalization constants are given by
Zg(αs) = 1− αs
4pi
β0
2
+
(αs
4pi
)2(3β20
82
− β1
4
)
+O(α3s ) ,
Zm(αs) = 1− αs
4pi
γm,0
2
+
(αs
4pi
)2 [ 1
2
(
γ2m,0
8
+
β0γm,0
4
)
− γm,1
4
]
+O(α3s ) ,
(62)
with
β0 =
11
3
CA − 4
3
TF , β1 =
34
3
C2A −
(
4CF +
20
3
CA
)
TF ,
γm,0 = 6CF , γm,1 =
97
3
CACF + 3C
2
F −
20
3
CFTF .
(63)
CF and CA are the quadratic Casimir eigenvalues of the fundamental and the adjoint
representation of the gauge group, respectively. Furthermore, TF = TRnF, with nF the
number of quark flavors, and TR the trace normalization in the fundamental representation.
For SU(Nc), it is CF = (N
2
c − 1)/(2Nc), CA = Nc, and TR = 1/2.
The flowed gauge field Baµ(t, x) does not require renormalization, so that for example
matrix elements of the gluon action density,
E(t, x) ≡ 1
4
Gaµν(t, x)G
a
µν(t, x) , (64)
are finite after just the renormalization of g and mf . This allows for a direct comparison
of results obtained in different regularization schemes (lattice and perturbation theory, for
example).
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On the contrary, flowed quark fields require a renormalization factor Z
1/2
χ (αs) in order to
render Green’s functions finite. In the MS scheme, it is [3, 20]
Zχ(αs) = 1− αs
4pi
γχ,0
2
+
(αs
4pi
)2 [ 1
2
(
γ2χ,0
8
+
β0γχ,0
4
)
− γχ,1
4
]
+O(α3s ) , (65)
with
γχ,0 = 6CF ,
γχ,1 =
(
223
3
− 16 ln 2
)
CACF − (3 + 16 ln 2)C2F −
44
3
CFTF .
(66)
The quantity
S(t, x) ≡ Zχ
nF∑
f=1
χ¯f (t, x)χf (t, x) (67)
thus acquires an anomalous dimension, which prevents a direct comparison of results
from different regularization schemes. Alternatively, one may work with “ringed quark
fields” [19], which amounts to using
Z˚χ(t, µ) = −2NcnF
(4pit)2
〈R(t)〉−1 , with R(t, x) =
nF∑
f=1
χ¯f (t, x)
←→
/D Fχf (t, x) (68)
instead of Zχ in order to renormalize the quark fields, where
←→D F = DF −←−DF . (69)
This corresponds to a “physical” renormalization scheme, which means that the anomalous
dimension of the operator
S˚(t, x) = ζχ(t, µ)S(t, x) , with ζχ(t, µ) ≡ Z−1χ Z˚χ(t, µ) , (70)
vanishes. In Eq. (68), we used the notation
〈O(t)〉 ≡
∫
d4x 〈O(t, x)〉 (71)
for the zero-momentum Fourier transform of the vacuum expectation value of an operator
O(t, x), which we adopt in the following.
The Feynman rules for the operators E(t, x), S(t, x), and R(t, x) introduced above are
obtained in the same manner as those described in Sect. 2.3. Expressing them in terms of
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Figure 2: The only diagram contributing to 〈E(t)〉 at one loop (a); a two-loop diagram for
〈S(t)〉 and 〈R(t)〉 (b); and four three-loop diagrams: two diagrams for 〈E(t)〉 (c,d); one
diagram for 〈S(t)〉 and 〈R(t)〉 (e); and one diagram for 〈R(t)〉 (f).
the flowed fields B(t, x) and χf (t, x), the operator E(t, x) results in a bilinear, trilinear,
and a quartic gluon vertex as displayed in Eqs. (115)–(117), S(t, x) corresponds to the
single bilinear quark vertex given in Eq. (118), and R(t, x) to the bilinear quark vertex
of Eq. (119) and the quark-gluon vertex of (120). Similar to the flow vertices, the lines
attached to these vertices are depicted with dashed arrows, indicating that they can be
both flow lines and propagators. In contrast to the flow vertices, the flow time of all lines
in these vertices is directed towards the corresponding operator. Therefore, these vertices
set the largest flow time in the Feynman diagrams.
Using the methods described in Sects. 2 and 3, we can calculate the vacuum expectation
values of E(t, x), S(t, x), and R(t, x) through three loops. Sample diagrams for these
quantities are shown in Fig. 2. The number of diagrams in each case is given in Table 1;
recall, however, that this takes into account the re-writing of the four-gluon vertex into
trilinear vertices as described in Sect. 3. Not included in this number are diagrams with
closed flow-line loops, but integrals with scale-less sub-loops are counted in.
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Table 1: The number of Feynman diagrams contributing to the quantities computed in
this section. At three-loop level, the number for “quenched QCD” (marked as TR = 0) is
shown separately.
#loops 1 2 3 3 (TR = 0)
〈E(t)〉 1 11 232 211
〈S(t)〉 1 8 210 202
〈R(t)〉 1 11 311 300
4.1 Results for the gluon condensate at three loops
We write the perturbative result for the gluon condensate as
〈E(t)〉 = 3αs
4pit2
NA
8
[
e0 +
αs
4pi
e1 +
(αs
4pi
)2
e2 +O(α3s )
]
+O(m) , (72)
where αs = αs(µ), with µ the renormalization scale. As indicated, quark mass terms are
neglected here. Their effect at NLO has been studied in Ref. [17] and it was found to be
negligible. In this case, the ei depend only on the product z ≡ µ2t. For reasons that
will become clear shortly, it is convenient to parameterize this dependence in terms of the
variable
L(z) ≡ ln(2z) + γE . (73)
A natural choice for the renormalization scale is defined by the inverse “smearing radius”
q8 ≡ 1/
√
8t of the gradient flow. However, from explicit higher order calculations, it was
found that the slightly larger value
µ0 =
e−γE/2√
2t
≈ 1.5 q8 , (74)
corresponding to L(µ20t) = 0, improves the stability of the perturbative corrections [20]
(see also Ref. [17]). This was corroborated by the behavior of the t→ 0 extrapolation for
thermodynamical quantities evaluated in Ref. [21] using the two-loop result of Ref. [20].
We thus write the coefficients of Eq. (72) as
e0(z) = e0,0 , e1(z) = e1,0 + β0 L(z) ,
e2(z) = e2,0 + (2β0 e1,0 + β1)L(z) + β
2
0 L
2(z) ,
(75)
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with β0, β1 from Eq. (63). For the coefficients ei,j , we find
e0,0 = 1 , e1,0 =
(
52
9
+
22
3
ln 2− 3 ln 3
)
CA − 8
9
TF
e2,0 = 27.9786C
2
A − (31.5652 . . .)TFCA +
(
16ζ(3)− 43
3
)
TFCF +
(
8pi2
27
− 80
81
)
T 2F ,
(76)
where ζ(z) is Riemann’s ζ function with ζ(3) = 1.20206 . . .. The three dots in the coef-
ficient of TFCA indicate that we were able to obtain an expression in analytical form. It
can be found in Appendix B, Eq. (129). Only four decimal places of the numerical result
for the C2A coefficient are displayed here, while our estimate of the numerical accuracy,
obtained by propagating the uncertainty of the individual integrals to the final result, is
about six digits beyond that. This estimate matches the observed differences between the
numerical and analytical results in the cases where the latter have been computed. The
same statements hold for the other observables listed below. The NLO coefficient e1 was
first evaluated in Ref. [3]. Setting µ = q8, one finds that the NNLO result agrees with
Ref. [17] at the sub-percent level.9
The logarithmic terms en,kL
k(z) obey the all-order recursion formula (1 ≤ k ≤ n)
k en,k =
n−1∑
l=0
(n− l)en−l−1,k−1βl , (77)
which follows from renormalization-group invariance, i.e.
µ
d
dµ
〈E(t)〉 = 0 , µ2 d
dµ2
αs = αsβ(αs) = −α
2
s
4pi
(
β0 +
αs
4pi
β1 + . . .
)
. (78)
This provides a welcome check of our calculation. The residual dependence on µ can be
used as probe of the perturbative behavior. We refer to Ref. [17] for such a study.
Since 〈E(t)〉 is also gauge independent, we are free to choose Feynman gauge for the QCD
gauge parameter (ξ = 1) and κ = 1 for the gradient-flow gauge parameter for the evalu-
ation of the results presented above, which facilitates the actual calculation significantly.
However, we also check gauge invariance explicitly by evaluating the terms with the high-
est power in the gauge parameter ξ, i.e. ξ4, and show that its coefficient vanishes. Indeed,
this already happens algebraically after the reduction to master integrals, even before their
numerical values are inserted. Keeping the gauge parameter fully general unfortunately
leads to intermediate expressions which exceed our available computing resources.
9To be precise, all color coefficients of Ref. [17] are compatible with our new calculation, except for the
C2A term, for which “only” the first three digits agree, corresponding to an overly optimistic uncertainty
estimate of Ref. [17] for that term. The effect for any practical application should be irrelevant.
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4.2 Results for the quark condensate at three loops
To obtain the quark condensate with ringed fields we first consider the conversion factor
ζχ(t, µ) from MS renormalized to ringed quark fields as defined in Eq. (70). Applying the
methods described in Sect. 2, we can calculate the diagrams contributing to the Green’s
function 〈R(t)〉 for massless quarks, which eventually leads to the result
ζχ(t, µ) = 1 +
αs
4pi
(γχ,0
2
L(µ2t)− 3CF ln 3− 4CF ln 2
)
+
(αs
4pi
)2{γχ,0
4
(
β0 +
γχ,0
2
)
L2(µ2t) +
[γχ,1
2
− γχ,0
2
(
β0 +
γχ,0
2
)
ln 3
− 2
3
γχ,0
(
β0 +
γχ,0
2
)
ln 2
]
L(µ2t) + C2
}
+O(α3s ,m) .
(79)
The NLO result has been obtained in Ref. [19], and the µ-dependent NNLO terms were
derived in Ref. [20]. That paper also used a preliminary result for the coefficient C2, derived
for the first time in the current paper. Keeping four decimal places for the individual color
coefficients, we find
C2 = −23.7947CACF + 30.3914C2F − (3.9226 . . .)CFTF , (80)
where again, as indicated by the three dots, the coefficient of CFTF was obtained in
analytical form and is given in Appendix B, Eq. (131).
Let us now turn to the quark condensate 〈S(t)〉. Since it vanishes in the chiral limit
mf = 0, we compute the leading coefficient of the expansion in the quark masses mf ,
〈ζχS(t)〉 ≡ 〈S˚(t)〉 =
nF∑
f=1
sf (t) +O(m2) , sf (t) ≡ mf d〈S˚(t)〉
dmf
∣∣∣∣
m=0
, (81)
where it is understood that all quark masses are set to zero after taking the derivative.
This expansion can be applied before the loop and flow-time integrations are carried out,
which means that, in the quark propagators, we write
1
i/q +mf
=
1
i/q
+
mf
q2
+O(m2f ) , (82)
and keep only the leading linear term in m of the integrand. The resulting integrals are
then again of the form shown in Eq. (57). We thus write
sf (t) = −Ncmf
8pi2t
[
s0 +
αs
4pi
s1 +
(αs
4pi
)2
s2 +O(α3s )
]
+O(m2) . (83)
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Renormalizing the quark masses in the MS scheme according to Eq. (61), we find
s0(z) = s0,0 , s1(z) = s1,0 +
γm,0
2
L(z) ,
s2(z) = s2,0 +
1
2
[(γm,0 + 2β0) s1,0 + γm,1]L(z) +
1
8
(γm,0 + 2β0)γm,0 L
2(z) ,
(84)
with z = µ2t and the γm,i and βi from Eq. (63). The non-logarithmic terms are given by
s0,0 = 1 , s1,0 = (4 + 4 ln 2− 3 ln 3)CF
s2,0 = 19.6422C
2
F + 41.3897CFCA − (15.7975 . . . )TFCF ,
(85)
where again the TFCF term is known analytically, as indicated by the three dots. It can be
found in Appendix B, Eq. (132). The NLO term has been obtained in Ref. [54], the NNLO
term is new. Again, only four decimal places are displayed and our uncertainty estimate
for the numerical integration is several digits beyond that.
The logarithmic terms sn,kL
k(z) obey the all-order recursion formula (1 ≤ k ≤ n)
k sn,k =
n−1∑
l=0
[γn,l
2
+ (n− l − 1)βl
]
sn−l−1,k−1 , (86)
which follows from renormalization group invariance, i.e.
µ
d
dµ
sf (t) = 0 , µ
d
dµ
mf = mfγm(αs) = −mf αs
4pi
(
γm,0 +
αs
4pi
γm,1 + . . .
)
, (87)
and the renormalization group equation for αs given in Eq. (78). This again provides a
welcome check of our calculation. The residual dependence on µ can be used as probe of
the perturbative behavior. It is displayed in Fig. 3 for three values of the central energy
scale µ0 = (2te
γE)−1/2, see Eq. (74). We observe a qualitatively similar behavior as was
found for 〈t2E(t)〉 in Ref. [17]. While for large µ0, the reduction of the renormalization
scale with increasing perturbative order is quite significant, this improvement reduces as
µ0 gets closer to the non-perturbative regime. Taking the variation of µ by a factor of two
around the central scale as an estimate of the uncertainty due to missing higher orders,
one finds that they overlap between successive perturbative orders for all three values of
µ0. However, the trend of the curves does not explicitly support µ0 as the central scale in
this case, but seems to favor a slightly smaller scale.
Another important consistency check is that 〈S(t)〉 and 〈R(t)〉 can be renormalized with
the same flowed-quark field renormalization constant Zχ as obtained in Ref. [20]. 〈S(t)〉
and 〈R(t)〉 are also gauge independent. For the calculation of the full NNLO result, we
again chose Feynman gauge (ξ = 1) and κ = 1. We check gauge invariance explicitly
by evaluating the terms with the highest power in the gauge parameter ξ, which is ξ3
for 〈S(t)〉 and 〈R(t)〉, and show that their coefficients vanish. This happens here also
immediately after the reduction to master integrals.
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Figure 3: Renormalization scale dependence of sf (t), defined in Eq. (81), for three dif-
ferent values of the central scale µ0 = e
−γE/2/
√
2t. (a) µ0 = 3 GeV, corresponding to
t = (0.03 fm)2, where we use nF = 3 and α
(3)
s (3 GeV) = 0.248; (b) µ0 = 10 GeV (t =
(0.01 fm)2), where nF = 5 and α
(5)
s (10 GeV) = 0.178; (c) µ0 = 130 GeV (t = (8·10−4 fm)2),
where nF = 5 and α
(5)
s (130 GeV) = 0.112. The running of αs(µ) and mf (µ) is evaluated
with the help of RunDec [55,56] at the corresponding loop order. All curves are normalized
to the NNLO result at µ = µ0.
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5 Gradient flow coupling and mass
5.1 Gradient-flow coupling
The renormalization group invariance of 〈E(t)〉 allows us to fix a scale µ = √ρ/t with
constant ρ ∈ R, and its proportionality to αs suggests to define a “gradient-flow coupling”
αˆρ(µ) ≡ 32piρ
2
3NAµ4
〈E(ρ/µ2)〉 ≡ αs(µ)
∞∑
n=0
(
αs(µ)
4pi
)n
en(ρ) . (88)
For the usual definition of the gradient-flow coupling [3], ρ is set to 1/8 = 0.125, while
ρ = 1/(2eγE) = 0.281 . . . appears to be more suitable from a perturbative point of view
(cf. Eq. (74)).
Perturbatively solving Eq. (72) for αs results in
αs = αˆρ
[
1− e1(ρ) αˆρ
4pi
+ (2e21(ρ)− e2(ρ))
(
αˆρ
4pi
)2
+ . . .
]
, (89)
with the coefficients en(ρ) given in Eq. (75). Such a transformation between mass-indepen-
dent renormalization schemes leaves the first two coefficients of the β function invariant,
i.e.
µ2
d
dµ2
αˆρ(µ) = αˆρ(µ)βˆρ(αˆρ) ,
βˆρ(αˆρ) = −
∞∑
n=0
βˆρ,n
(
αˆρ
4pi
)n
= − αˆρ
4pi
β0 −
(
αˆρ
4pi
)2
β1 −
∞∑
n=2
βˆρ,n
(
αˆρ
4pi
)n
,
(90)
with β0 and β1 from Eq. (63). The third coefficient is given by
βˆρ,2 = β2 − e1(ρ)β1 + (e2(ρ)− e21(ρ))β0 , (91)
with the MS coefficient β2 which we quote here for the SU(3) gauge group:
β2 =
2857
2
− 5033
18
nF +
325
54
n2F . (92)
5.2 Gradient-flow mass
Similarly, we may define a gradient-flow quark mass as
mˆ
(ρ)
f (µ) = −
8pi2ρ
Ncµ2
mf
d〈S˚(ρ/µ2)〉
dmf
∣∣∣
m=0
= mf (µ)
∞∑
n=0
sˆn(ρ)
(
αˆρ(µ)
4pi
)n
, (93)
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where
sˆ0(ρ) = s0(ρ) , sˆ1(ρ) = s1(ρ) , sˆ2(ρ) = s2(ρ)− s1(ρ) e1(ρ) , (94)
with the sn and e1 given in Eqs. (84) and (75). The inverse relation is
mf = mˆ
(ρ)
f
[
1− sˆ1(ρ) αˆρ
4pi
+ (sˆ21(ρ)− sˆ2(ρ))
(
αˆρ
4pi
)2
+ . . .
]
. (95)
The new mass obeys the renormalization group equation
µ
d
dµ
mˆ
(ρ)
f (µ) = γˆ
(ρ)
m (αˆρ) mˆ
(ρ)
f (µ) ≡ −mˆ(ρ)f (µ)
∞∑
n=0
(
αˆρ(µ)
4pi
)n+1
γˆ(ρ)m,n (96)
where
γˆ
(ρ)
m,0 = γm,0 , γˆ
(ρ)
m,1 = γm,1 − γm,0 e1(ρ) + 2β0 sˆ1(ρ) ,
γˆ
(ρ)
m,2 = γm,2 − 2 γm,1 e1(ρ) + γm,0
[
2 e21(ρ)− e2(ρ)
]
+ 2β1sˆ1(ρ) + 2β0
(
2 sˆ2(ρ)− sˆ21(ρ)
)
,
(97)
with β0, β1, γm,0, γm,1 given in Eq. (63), and γm,2 the three-loop MS coefficient which we
quote for the SU(3) gauge group:
γm,2 = 2498−
(
4432
27
+
320
3
ζ(3)
)
nF − 280
81
n2F . (98)
6 Conclusions
A framework for the calculation of correlation functions in the perturbative gradient-
flow formalism using tools and techniques from standard perturbative QCD calculations
has been presented. It employs a Feynman-diagrammatic approach to the gradient-flow
formalism, based on the five-dimensional field-theoretical formulation of Ref. [16]. We
implemented the corresponding QCD Feynman rules within the gradient-flow formalism
as well as those of the composite operators relevant for the quantities considered in this
paper, and automated the reduction and calculation of algebraic expressions and loop
integrals to a large extent. An important ingredient of our setup is the reduction to
master integrals with the help of integration-by-parts identities that also involve the flow-
time variables. Except for a few cases where an analytic result was derived, the master
integrals were evaluated numerically.
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To demonstrate the viability of this setup, we reproduced and improved the three-loop
result for the gluon condensate of an earlier calculation, which was based on explicit
field-theoretic calculations at the level of Wick contractions [17].
Using this setup, we then evaluated the three-loop approximations to the quark condensate
and the conversion factor from MS renormalized to ringed quark fields, both of which are
new results. Checks on gauge parameter independence, renormalization group invariance,
as well as alternative calculational approaches (with and without reduction to master
integrals) convinced us of the correctness of these results.
The gluon and the quark condensate lend themselves for straightforward definitions of
a gradient-flow gauge coupling and a gradient-flow quark mass, for which we derive the
three-loop matching relations to the MS scheme. Provided that sufficiently accurate lattice
results for these quantities become available, the conversion factors evaluated in this paper
should allow for precise first-principle determinations of the gauge coupling,10 and possibly
also quark masses.
While focusing on the calculation of vacuum matrix elements in this paper, our setup
should be applicable in principle to more general problems which may involve a larger
number of scales, for example.
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A Feynman rules
In this section we present all the Feynman rules required for our calculation. All momenta
are considered to be outgoing. ξ is the usual QCD gauge parameter and κ the additional
gradient-flow gauge parameter introduced in the flow equations (2). Lines with a solid
arrow are flow lines and lines with a dashed arrow can be both flow lines or flowed prop-
agators. The symbols p, q, r denote Euclidean four-momenta, while s, t are real-valued
flow-time variables.
Propagators and flow lines
• gluon propagator:
s, ν, b t, µ, a
p
=
δab
1
p2
((
δµν − pµpν
p2
)
e−(t+s)p
2
+ ξ
pµpν
p2
e−κ(t+s)p
2
) (99)
• (anti)quark propagator:
t, α, is, β, j
p
= δij
(−i/p+m)αβ
p2 +m2
e−(t+s)p
2
(100)
• ghost propagator:
b a
p
= δab
1
p2
(101)
• gluon flow line:
s, ν, b t, µ, a
p
=
δab θ(t− s)
((
δµν − pµpν
p2
)
e−(t−s)p
2
+
pµpν
p2
e−κ(t−s)p
2
) (102)
• quark flow line:
s, β, j t, α, i
p
= δijδαβ θ(t− s) e−(t−s)p2 (103)
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• antiquark flow line:
s, β, j t, α, i
p
= δijδαβ θ(t− s) e−(t−s)p2 (104)
Vertices
• three-gluon vertex:
p
q
r
µ, a
ν, b
ρ, c
= igfabc
(
δµν(p− q)ρ + δνρ(q − r)µ + δρµ(r − p)ν
)
(105)
• four-gluon vertex:
µ, a
ν, b
σ, d
ρ, c
=
−g2 (fabef cde(δµρδνσ − δµσδνρ)
+ facef bde(δµνδρσ − δµσδνρ)
+ fadef bce(δµνδρσ − δµρδνσ)
) (106)
• ghost-gluon vertex:
p
µ, a
b
c
= −igfabc pµ (107)
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• quark-gluon vertex:
µ, a
β, j
α, i
= g (T a)ij
(
γµ
)
αβ (108)
• two-plus-one gluon flow vertex:
q
r
s
µ, a
ν, b
ρ, c
=
−igfabc
∫ ∞
0
ds
(
δνρ(r − q)µ + 2δµνqρ − 2δµρrν
+ (κ− 1)(δµρqν − δµνrρ)
) (109)
• three-plus-one gluon flow vertex:
s
µ, a
ν, b
ρ, c
σ, d
=
−g2
∫ ∞
0
ds
(
fabef cde(δµρδνσ − δµσδνρ)
+ facef bde(δµνδρσ − δµσδνρ)
+ fadef bce(δµνδρσ − δµρδνσ)
)
(110)
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• quark-one-gluon flow vertex:
p
q
s
α, i
β, j
µ, a
= ig δαβ
(
T a
)
ij
∫ ∞
0
ds
(
2pµ + (1− κ)qµ
)
(111)
• antiquark-one-gluon flow vertex:
p
q
s
α, i
β, j
µ, a
= −ig δαβ
(
T a
)
ji
∫ ∞
0
ds
(
2pµ + (1− κ)qµ
)
(112)
• quark-two-gluons flow vertex:
s
α, i
ν, b
β, j
µ, a
= g2δαβδµν
{
T a, T b
}
ij
∫ ∞
0
ds (113)
• antiquark-two-gluons flow vertex:
s
α, i
ν, b
β, j
µ, a
= g2δαβδµν
{
T a, T b
}
ji
∫ ∞
0
ds (114)
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Feynman rules for the composite flow-time operators:
• Gaµν(t, x)Gaµν(t, x):
– two-gluon vertex:
µ, a ν, b
qp t
= −g2δab(δµνp · q − pµqν) (115)
– three-gluon vertex:
k
p
q
t
ρ, c
µ, a
ν, b
=
ig3fabc
(
δµν(q − p)ρ + δνρ(k − q)µ
+ δµρ(p− k)ν
) (116)
– four-gluon vertex:
µ, a
ν, b
σ, d
ρ, c
t
=
g4
(
fabef cde(δµρδνσ − δµσδνρ)
+ facef bde(δµνδρσ − δµσδνρ)
+ fadef bce(δµνδρσ − δµρδνσ)
) (117)
• χ¯(t, x)χ(t, x):
β, j α, i
t
= δijδαβ (118)
• χ¯(t, x)←→D Fχ(t, x):
– quark-antiquark vertex:
β, j α, i
pq t
= iδij(/p− /q)αβ (119)
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– quark-antiquark-gluon vertex:
µ, a
β, j
α, i
t
= −2g(T a)ij(γµ)αβ (120)
Auxiliary Feynman rules
The following Feynman rules are auxiliary Feynman rules for our implementation as de-
scribed in Sect. 3. They represent the vertices with four gluons or gluon-flow lines and
allow us to factorise the color structure of all Feynman diagrams.
• four-gluon vertex:
– Σ propagator:
ρ, σ, b µ, ν, a = δabδµρδνσ (121)
– Σ-gluon-gluon vertex:
ρ, σ, c
µ, a
ν, b
=
ig√
2
fabc (δµρδνσ − δνρδµσ) (122)
• three-plus-one gluon flow vertex:
– Σ flow line:
s, ρ, σ, b t, µ, ν, a
= δabδµρδνσδ(t− s) (123)
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– outgoing Σ-gluon-gluon flow vertex:
ρ, σ, c
µ, a
ν, b
s
=
ig√
2
fabc (δµρδνσ − δνρδµσ)
∫ ∞
0
ds (124)
– incoming Σ-gluon-gluon flow vertex:
ρ, σ, c
µ, a
ν, b
s
=
ig√
2
fabc (δµρδνσ − δνρδµσ)
∫ ∞
0
ds (125)
• four-gluon vertex from Gaµν(t, x)Gaµν(t, x):
– ΣE flow line:
s, ρ, σ, b t, µ, ν, a
= δabδµρδνσδ(t− s) (126)
– outgoing ΣE-gluon-gluon vertex:
ρ, σ, c
µ, a
ν, b
s
=
g2√
2
fabc (δµρδνσ − δνρδµσ)
∫ ∞
0
ds (127)
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– incoming ΣE-gluon-gluon vertex:
ρ, σ, c
µ, a
ν, b
t
=
g2√
2
fabc (δµρδνσ − δνρδµσ) (128)
B Analytical results
Here, we provide the analytical results for the color coefficients as far as they are available.
For the TFCA term of e2,0 in Eq. (76), we find
−(31.5652 . . .) = 2
81
(
− 108 Li3
(
−1
3
)
− 792 Li2
(
3
4
)
+ 216 Li2
(
−1
3
)
+ 108 Li1,2
(
−3,−1
3
)
− 216 Li1,2
(
1,−1
3
)
+ 216 Li2,1
(
−3,−1
3
)
− 216 Li2,1
(
1,−1
3
)
+ 216 Li1,1,1
(
−1,−3,−1
3
)
− 864 Li1,1,1
(
−1, 3,−1
3
)
+ 216 Li1,1,1
(
1, 3,−1
3
)
+ 432 Li1,1,1
(
3, 1,−1
3
)
− 1134ζ(3) + 90pi2 − 641− 54 ln3 3
+ 324 ln3 2 + 324 ln 2 ln2 3 + 270 ln2 3− 648 ln2 2 ln 3− 2232 ln2 2
+ 504 ln 2 ln 3− 18pi2 ln 3 + 1890 ln 3 + 108pi2 ln 2− 2148 ln 2
)
,
(129)
where
Lin1,...,nr(z1, . . . , zr) =
∑
0<k1<···<kr
zk11 · · · zkrk
kn11 · · · knrr (130)
are multiple polylogarithms [59,60].
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The CFTF coefficient of C2 in Eq. (80) reads
−(3.9226 . . .) = − 1
18
(
48 Li2
(
1
9
)
− 2400 Li2
(
1
3
)
+ 672 Li2
(
3
4
)
− 131 + 46pi2
+ 960 ln2 2− 1068 ln2 3 + 1888 ln 2− 1032 ln 3 + 624 ln 2 ln 3
)
.
(131)
And finally, the CFTF coefficient of s2,0 in Eq. (85) reads
−(15.7975 . . . ) = 16
3
Li2
(
1
9
)
− 800
3
Li2
(
1
3
)
+ 104 Li2
(
3
4
)
− 71
6
+
23pi2
9
+ 192 ln2 2− 362
3
ln2 3 +
544
9
ln 2− 100
3
ln 3 +
56
3
ln 2 ln 3 .
(132)
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